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Goddess 

The frozen self is a child, five 
years old, perhaps, with long 

dark curls. How closely 
she complains along the length 

of my body, the ache 
in the radial curve 

of my right wrist, in the synovial 
membranes of my left hip and knee. 

A small bird in my chest, 
she is the flutter that trips 

my heart. Feathery 
light she rises. Harbinger 

at my throat, she is the oracle 
of silence. She is the pulse 

at my temples, a band 
pulled tight around my head. 

Thin young crescent in the dark 
of heaven, perfect glowing 

roundness, she is the shield 
advancing before me, my helmet 

of light. 

Michele Birch-Conery teaches English 
Literature, Composition and Women's 
Studies at North Island College in Port 
Alberni, British Columbia. 

 he Althouse Press announces: 

l%e Girls Are the Ones With the Pointy Nails 
AN EXPLORATION OF CHILDREN'S 

CONCEPTIONS OF GENDER 

by Karen R. Bailey 

How do young children just entering school learn about the differences between 
'girl things' and 'boy things'? How much do they already know about gender 
distinctions by age four? And if such socially reinforced categories of what 
constitutes 'masculine' and 'feminine' are, as many people believe, potentially 
harmful and discriminatory, does the school experience, itself, contribute to 
inequality and inequity between the sexes? Bailey addresses these questions 
through her study of young children's responses to four stories designed to raise 
issues of 'gendering'. Because the stories are ones commonly found in primary- 
school classrooms and because the responses are generated and discussed in the 
context of the cumculum, the results are both compelling and suggestive of ways 
in which teachers can adjust their thinking and practice. 

ISBN 0-920354-35-1 150 pp. $19.95 softbound 
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THE CANADIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN 

announces two new publications 
Feminist Engagement with the Law: the legal recognition of the Battered 
Woman Syndrome by Elizabeth Comack. What does the legal recognition 
of the Battered Woman Syndrome mean for women? Does the Lavallee 
decision benefit women? Does expert psychological testimony subordinate 
and disqualify a woman's own account of her experience? Elizabeth 
Comack's paper provides a thorough analysis of theory and strategy. 64 pp. 
$5.00 (postage included). 

Learning from Diversity / Apprendre de fa diversite'. An 
Information Tool on, by, and for Racial Minority and Immigrant 
Women in Canada. This bilirtgual information tool seeks to circulate 
and validate an important body of knowledge which often goes 
unrecognized: community-based research. Over 100 community- 
based projects from across the country have been abstracted. These 
projects deal with a number of issues including violence, women 
organizing for change, employment and economic participation etc. 
Abstracts of videos are also included as well a listing of published 
material and theses. 18 1 pp. $15.00 (postage included). 

SEND YOUR ORDER WIT11 YOUR CIIEQUE TO: CRIAW, 151 
SLATER ST., SUITE 408, OTTAWA KIP 5H3. 
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